Undercover Love

ICE Agent Ryan Brew Brewster finally got the break he was looking for in his human
trafficking case. But to follow the lead, he would need to go undercover into the world of the
gay leather community. A world he is very familiar with; a world that would require a partner
for the undercover sting. Vice Cop Rick Kendry did not look twenty eight when he was out
on the streets of Tampa luring in the Johns for the Tampa Police Department. He barely
looked eighteen, but that was why he was stuck in vice. That and the fact that he was openly
gay made him the best candidate for the job and luckily for him, he loved undercover work.
When Agent Brewster recruits him for the deep undercover Homeland Security op, Rick
couldnt have been more thrilled. Little did he know that he would soon be immersed into the
intricate world of leather, kink, BDSM, and human trafficking. This book contains adult
sexual situations, including m/m and BDSM practices, and is intended for readers of legal age
in the country in which they reside. This work has been previously published as the individual
novels Not for Sale & Highest Bidder. However, several thousand words have been added.
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.Non-alcoholic drink disguised as a cocktail commonly drank by pregnant women not yet
ready to make the news public. Ex: soda water with a lime in a tall glass Undercover Lover
Lyrics: Yeah baby, you lookin lovely, very lovely / You know your man should appreciate you
the way that I do / And my girl, she should - 3 min - Uploaded by Roadrunner Records
UKBuy the latest Kids in Glass Houses album here: DIGITAL http:/// KidsInGlassHouses - 4
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http:/// RepiTunes ? Google Play Undercover Lover is the third single to be taken from Welsh
Rock band Kids In Glass Houses second album Dirt. The single features The Saturdays
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30.
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